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HOUSE FISH AND GAME CO~MITTEF. 

February 15, 1983 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Les Nilson in room 
420 of the Capitol Building at 7:00 p.m., with all roembers present. 

Chairman Nilson opened the meeting to a hearing on House Bills: 
672 and 678. 

HOUSE BILL 672 

REPRESENTATIVE LES KITSELMAN, District 60, Billings, said this 
is an act to waive camping fees for the totally disabled persons. 
This bill came from a lady here in Helena, who is handicapped ~nd 
who likes to camp. If a person meets the requirements for being 
totally handicapped, that Person would be exempt from the fees. 

There were no proponents to House Bill 672. 

OPPONENTS 

RON MARCOUX, Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, said the 
department opposes this bill. Mr. Marcoux presented the testi
mony of Jim Flynn, director. (see exhibit 1) 

There were no questions from committee. 

Rep. Kitselman closed by saying I am really pleased to see that 
the Fish, Wildlife, and Parks Department is concerned about the 
fees. The purpose of their opposition is the eroding away of 
any fee base. I would like the committee to be aware that this 
does affect a rather small number of people. I would recommend 
a DO PASS on this bill.. 

R~p. Devlin asked Mr. Marcoux if he has any projection of the 
amount of lost revenue. The response was it would be difficult 
for us to project. There is $124,000. in the whole program. 
Seasonal permits are $20 for the full season. Golden years 
permits are issued to senior citizens for $1, the remainder 
are $2 to $3 per night, depending on where you are. With the 
decals on vehicles for the seasonal passes, more than one person 
may be in a vehicle. This presents some complications as to 
administration of the decals. 

Rep. Spaeth asked Mr. Marcoux to comment on the possibiljty of 
expanding the program to inclu.de the handicapped in the $1 fee. 
The answer was the problem is that those people would more than 
likely obtain the decals through application to Helena. It po
tentially can be accommodated, but we are potentially dealing 
with some reduction of revenue. 

Chairman Nilson closed the hearing at 12:45 p.m. 
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HOUSF. BILL 678 

REPRESENTATIVE LES KITSELMAN, District 60, Billings, opened by 
saying this bill is a considerably more serious bill. It is 
an act to provide an additional sentense for an offense com
mitted while carrying a hand9un loaded with armor-piercing am
munition. This bill originated from a hi.ghway patrolman from 
Billings, who was shot a nubmer of years ago. He now wears a 
protective vest. The bullet was designed to be used for indoor 
target range shooting. The intention of this bill is not to 
preclude the sale or use of this bu.llet, but to simply res.trict 
use in the perpetration of a crime. The main reason this bill 
is here is for the safety of the law enforcement officers. It 
gives the law enforcement officer another tool to put the criminal 
behind bars, where he should be. This bill provides an ad
dit.ional sentense, describes what armor-piercing is, describes 
what a handgun is as a means of firearm, describes what armor
piercing ammunition is, and uses the ballistic standards from 
the National Rifle Association. It talks about a mental capacity 
exemption, and the exemption for a person under 18 years of age. 

PROPONENTS 

BILL ASHER, Bozeman, said I am speaking as an individual today. 
I am not speaking in an official capacity for the National Rifle 
Association, although this is an NRA backed bill. . I woulCl. urge 
the press not to stir up the countryside by saying this is a 
gun control bill, because it is not. The heart of the matter 
is the additional sentense for the misuse of this ammunition. 

JAMES McCONELJ., Montana Rifle and Pistol A.ssociation, said 
we support the bill. We basically believe that this bill 
puts the burden of law on the perpetrator of the crime. The 
bill was initially developed as a teflon bullet bill. Mr. 
McConel] said he would like to quote from the Associate At
torney General of the United States. He was testifying against 
a bill which would have banned ammunition. His suggestion was 
to introduce a bill very similar to the one introduced before 
this committee today, which woulCl require a mandatory sentense 
for the misuse of this type of ammunition. The type 2 body 
armor is composed of several layers of ballistic cover, which 
is a synthetic fiber. The definition is the best one available, 
and we feel that the bill does put the burden on the people who 
would misuse the firearm in the commission of an offense. I 
would also like the committee to consider the definition on 
line 13, page 1, defining an offense on a police officer or 
the commission of a felony. (see exhibit 3) 
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JERRY WILKERSON, Montana Highway Patrol, told the committee he 
is a firearms instructor. Mr. Wilkerson then passed around an 
example of a type 2 body armor. The armor piercing or teflon 
coated bullet is a cop killer. This is one of it's main purposes. 
The only people who wear armor-piercing body armor are police. 
There 528,000 law enforcement officers around the nation. Of 
that number, 250,000 wear body armor. The Montana Highway Patrol 
does issue to each member, this equipment, and we urge each person 
to wear it. This bullet would penetrate seven thicknesses of this 
material. The armor-piercing bullet is not issued by our department 
for use. Years ago, we would get armor-piercing bullets. They were 
done away with because there is no use deisgnated for these bullets 
in police work. 

BILL WEAR, Helena, said I would like to go on record in support 
of this concept. My department does not issue this bullet. It 
is dangerous and unpractical for law enforcement. 

OPPONENT 

CHARLES A. RODGERS, Helena, submitted a written copy of his 
testimony. (see exhibit 2) 

STEPHEN C. JOPPA, Helena, said the main problem with the bill 
is that the latter part already exists on the books. It is 
presently being used by criminals to escape sentense. The judges 
are not enforcing this part of the law. Criminals are escaping 
primarily through No. 2 and ~o. 3 of that section, the duress and 
mental capacity clauses. I would suggest that the committee amend 
those sections out. 

Rep. Kitselman closed by stating the reason those exceptions are 
there is they are current law. It is up to a jury trial and to 
the judge to prove these defenses. 

Questions from committee. Rep. Mueller asked Rep. Kitselman if 
section 2 and so on are already in the codes, would it be necessary 
to have them in this bill. The response was yes, it would be neces
sary to have this in the bill because it speaks in this portion of 
the title in section 46-18-222, where this is referred to in another 
section of law. 

Rep. Spaeth asked Rep. Kitselman if there is a minimum mandatory 
sentense of five years, should there also be a maximum sentense. 
The reply was that depends on the seriousness of the crime, as 
it does involve human life. There is one purpose, and that is 
to kill another human being. If it is used in that capacity, 
the seriousness of the crime merits at least a five year sentense. 
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Rep. Spaeth said there is no maximum. Do you want one, and if 
so, is there a reason for one? Rep. Kitselman replied I would 
like the strongest possible sentense that would allow the least 
possible avenue for parol. 

Rep. Hart asked Mr. McConell if the bullets are readily available 
wherever you can buy ammunition. The reply vIas the definition 
of armor-piercing ammunition does not contain exclusively KTW 
ammunition. Commonly available handgun ammunition such as all 
44 magnum and high velocity ammunition meet this definition of 
armor-piercing. KTW bulJ ets are not commonly available. 

Rep. Hart asked Mr. Wear if an ordinary person could go into 
a store and purchase these types of bullets. The answer was 
I am not aware of it, but I would say it could be accomplished. 
If someone really wanted them, they could get them. 

Rep. Daily asked Mr. Ware why someone would want to use these 
bullets other than to kill a person. The reply was I don't 
know that there would be any other reason. We don't issue 
them, we don't allow them, so I don't know why they are even 
practical. 

Rep. Daily asked Rep. Kitselman why did you back off your original 
proposal. The response was the reason I backed off is that they 
are used for indoor target ranges. It keeps the lead from fil
ling the air, and that wa.s their original purpose. They are im
practical for the average target shooter from the standpoint that 
they are expensive and are not readily available. But rather 
than completely ban them, we feel this is a backdoor way to 
control. The burden is put on the back of the person committing 
the crime. 

Rep. Daily asked Rep. Kitselman if he felt this was a means of 
gun control. The response was in talking wi t.h the NRA members 
and the law enforcement people, yes it coule'! be construed as 
that. If this year we would ban the use of a teflon coated 
bulJet, what then precludes us next year from coming in and 
banning another form of bullet. 

Rep. Swift asked Rep. Kitselman if he would have any aversion to 
inserting some language making this under aggravated commission 
of a crime, which would strengthen the possibility of a sentense. 
The answer was the main reason for this bill is the safety of 
the law enforcement officers. If you want to make the punishment 
more strict, I would not be averse, but I also want it to be a 
statute that would stand in a court system as constitutional. 

Rep. Hart asked Mr. McConell jf they can be found in the state. 
The response was I would suspect they are available in. the State 
of Montana to police departments if they want them. 
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Mr. Rogers commented in answer to Rep. Hart's question, unfortunately 
these bullets don't have to be purchased in a store. They can be 
made in a home workshop. 

The hearing was closed at 1:15 p.m. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

HOUSE BILL 678 

Rep. Daily moved House Bill 678, DO PASS. 

Rep. Spaeth proposed and moved an amendment to House Bill 678 
to insert on line 18 more than 25 years. The motion carried 
unanimously. 

Rep. Daily moved House Bill 678 DO PASS as amended, the motion 
carried 16 to 1, with Rep. Jensen voting no. 

HOUSE BILL 672 

Rep. Daily moved House Bill 672, DO PASS. 

Rep. Mueller said he would oppose the bill because it would 
build in administration problems. This isn't a way to help 
those people. I don't think it is a practical piece of legis
lation. 

Rep. Manuel said a whole bunch of people would be getting in free 
just because one person is handicapped. I can't see the use in 
it. 

Rep. Spaeth made a substitute motion, House Bill 672, DO NOT PASS, 
the motion carried with Representatives Daily, Swift, Jensen, 
Saunders and Devlin voting no. 

Chairman Nilson adjourned the meeting at 1:20 p.m. 

cl!1~ 
LES NILsok~irman 
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HB 672 

Testimony presented by Jim Flynn, Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks 

February 15, 1983 

The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is opposed to House 
Bill 672 solely because of the financial realities it presents. The 
State Park System's maintenance and operation is funded from a mix 
of sources including camping fees and the state's general fund. This 
bill would reduce the revenues in one area, the camping fees, at the 
same time that the other committees are considering the reduction of 
another source, the general fund. 

At the same time the operation and maintenance of the present 
system is becoming more costly due in part to more use. We also hear 
much about the Department's abilities to manage the lands under its 
program. 

The use of a park site or a campground by a Senior Citizen or a 
Disabled Person is no more nor no less than the use by anyone else. 
Therefore in the face of a shrinking contribution from the state's 
general fund, allowing more free use of the state's park system will 
only serve to reduce revenues; it will not allow for an accompanying 
reduction. in the user of the system. 

There was a time when costs, usage and availability of funds 
allowed the Legislature and this Department to authorize free uses 
and discounts for a number of activities, but those days are gone. 

Budgets have seriously tightened up, needs have changed and the 
public expects more performance. We attempt to-respond to these 
changes and feel we must have the ability to do so. 

We would urge that HB 672 do not pass. 
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Helena, Mont. 
Feb. 15, 1983 

Hon. Cha irman and Committee Members: 

Regards HE 678, an Act to provide an additional sentence 
for an offense co~~itted while carrying a hand gun loaded 
with armor piercing ammunition. 

In reading the first Dart of the Bill it would appear to 
provide a mandatory sentence for the use of a hand gun 
loaded with armor piercing ammunition in the commission 
of a felony. However, when we read the exceptions it 
would appear that the defendant has so many ways to escape 
the additional penalty that such a law becomes useless. 

We already have sufficient "laws" on the books as it now 
stands without further additions such as HE 678. 

Yours Truly 

C!Ld/; Lvi CU RkI~) 
Charles A. Rod~;s 
1517 Floweree 
Helena, Mont. 59601 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I appreciate this opportunity to appear today to describe the 

threat posed to law enforcement and other officials -- including 

the President -~ by the availability of handgun ammunition capable 

of penetrating soft body armor. As this Subcommittee is probably 

aware, the Department of Justice developed the body armor used 

today by an estimated 50% of the nation's law enforcement officials 

and it is largely through the efforts of the Department and the 

International Association of Chiefs of Police that soft body armor. 

is so widely used. This Subcommittee has previously received 

testimony to the effect that the use of soft body armor has saved 

the lives of an estimated 400 police officers during the past seven 

years. We are, therefore, deeply concerned over the availability of 

ammunition capable of defeating soft body armor and have devoted 

substantial efforts in recent months to developing an appropriate 

and workable legislative remedy to the problem. 

Before proceeding to our specific legislative recommendation, 

let me take a few moments to put the issue in perspective. Toward 

this end, I would like to discuss briefly the development of modern 

body armor and our reaction to the recent threat to persons who 

rely upon body armor for protection. 

Personal body armor available during the earlier part of the 

century was inappropriate for normal police work. Early garments 

were so heavy and awkward that police officers avoided wearing 

them. In addition to their bulk and weight, such garments inhibited 

movements necessary for self-defense. Heat buildup was another 

problem adding to wearer discomfort. 



In 1971, a Justice Department employee working with the 

Department's technology development program became aware of a new 

synthetic fiber, marketed under the trademark name "Kevlar." This 

new fiber was o.riginally developed for use as a replacement for 

steel cords in automobile tires. Recognizing the potential of 

this fiber, the Department of Justice pioneered the development of 

a prototype vest made from Kevlar and, following extensive labora

tory work, tested this vest in fifteen cities. Results exceeded 

expectations. In addition to offering exceptional ballistics resis-

tance, the new vests were light, flexible and could be worn unobtru-

sively under normal street clothes and uniforms. 

By 1975, dozens of manufacturers had entered the body armor 

market producing a wide range of soft, lightweight body armor. 

Because few state or local agencies had the ~esources to test such 

body armor, the Department of Justice, as part of its Law Enforce

ment Technology Assessment Program, developed a body armor standard 

published in December of 1978. This standard establishes procedures 

for testing body armor and creates five different armor categories: 

Type I, Type IIA, Type II, Type III and Type IV. These body armor 

categories protect against increasing threat levels. For example, 

the Type I armor is the lightest weight providing protection against 

des ignated handgun ammunition when fi red from a dis tance of five 

meters under specified conditions; the Type IV armor is the heaviest 

providing protection against designated armor-piercing rifle ammuni

tion. Types I, IIA and II armor are varieties of soft body armor; . 
Types III and IV incorporate metallic or ceramic materials and are 
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normally used by special weapons teams in sniper or seige situa

tions. We have brought with us today examples of different types 

of armor and will discuss these varieties of armor in detail at the 

conclusion of my statement if the Subcommittee so desires. 

Extensive testing was performed by the Department of Justice 

during the course of developing this armor standard. Moreover, 

other entities, particularly the Department of the Army, have 

carried out numerous tests to determine the penetration potential 

of various classes of firearms and ammunition as well as the capa-

bilities of various categories of bullet-resistant body armor. 

The Department of Justice has also tested a wide range of handgun 

ammunition in connection with efforts to assist law enforcement 

agencies in selecting the most effective possible ammunition for 

police use. 

In short, our technicians have known from the beginning that 

soft body armor, like all other forms of armor, can be pierced by 

particular types of rounds. As noted above, the standards used 

for testing different classes of body armor require that the armor 

be able to withstand specific types of bullets posing particular 

threat levels in order to receive a rating. It is for this reason 

that body armor is referred to by technicians as "bullet-resistant" 

or "ballistics-resistant" apparel. The fact that body armor is 

more commonly referred to by the public as "bullet-proof" has 

created the mistaken impression that body armor can or should be 

able to stop any bullet. Rather, soft body armor is designed to 

stop the most common threats that police officers face. 
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With this background, experts were not at all surprised by a 

network News program earlier this year on the KTW bullet and its 

ability to penetrate multiple thicknesses of soft body armor. Our 

technicians were, however, deep ly dis turbed that such informa ti on 

was so widely distributed to the public, in essence creating a 

shopping list for professional criminals. 

The concern of the experts over the publicity surrounding the 

KTW bullet is two-fold. First, we fear that publicity surrounding 

the availability of ammunition capable of defecting body armor will 

encourage assassins and other criminals to search out these parti

cularly dangerous classes of ammunition to use in their endeavors. 

Although our technicians have known about the KTW bullet for many 

years, this and other forms of armor-piercing ammunition were not 

felt to constitute a substantial threat because most criminals 

are not so sophisticated as to realize that the protection afforded 

by body armor is limited and that there are varieties of ammunition 

commonly available which will penetrate body armor. In the past, 

the conclusion that armor-piercing rounds posed only a minimum 

threat was difficult to fault as we are unaware of any instance in 

which an armor-clad police officer has been shot with armor-piercing 

handgun ammunition. Now, however, the publicity surrounding the KTW 

bullet has, in our view, increased the likelihood of such attacks. 

Our second concern over the publicity is that it will, we be

lieve, encourage a fatalistic attitude among police officers re

sulting in reduced use of body armor. In this regard, although 

the new soft body armor is comfortable to wear by comparison with 
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earlier types of armor, it is a constant problem for police admini

strators to insure that body armor issued to officers is indeed 

worn. Too often, officers to whom body armor was issued have been 

killed or severely wounded because the armor was left in a dressing 

room locker or the trunk of a squad car. Continuing publici ty 

about the avai labi Ii ty of armor-piercing handgun ammuni tion, to

gether with the complete absence of any effective statutory safe

guards, will, we fear, cause some police officers to decide that it 

is useless to wear their armor when ammunition is available on the 

streets that will defeat the armor. This potential indirect effect 

of armor-piercing handgun ammunition could result in more deaths 

and crippling injuries than the actual use of armor-piercing bullets 

against officers wearing body armor. In short, we believe it is 

important to let the law enforcement officers of the nation know 

that measures are being taken to prevent the criminal use of armor

piercing ammunition. Legislation in this area would, we believe, 

have the effect of encouraging law enforcement officers to wear 

body armor issued to them. 

Again, because we feel that publicity surrounding armor-piercing 

ammunition has the effect of increasing the risk to those who use 

body armor, I will carefully avoid any discussion of specific hand

gun rounds capable of pentrating armor. I appreciate the coopera

tion of the Subcommittee in agreeing not to disclose the identity 

of particular armor-piercing ammunition. Suffice it to say that 

there are a number of handgun bullets capable of penetrating body 

armor in additio~ to the KTW which has received so much publicity 
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and we believe it is contrary to the public interest to publicize 

such dangerous ammunition. 

Penetration capacity is, of course, a matter of basic physics. 

There are two major factors which determine penetration capability. 

First is the surface area over which the force is distributed; a 

bullet which expands upon impact spreads its force over a larger 

area than one which retains its shape. Therefore, a proj ectile 

composed of a hard substance normally has greater penetration poten

tial than a soft projectile which mushrooms upon impact. The 

second major factor in penetration is velocity; the higher the 

velocity of a bullet, the greater its penetration capability. 

Thus high-power rifles, because of the incredible velocities they 

produce, have greater penetration power than handguns. Soft body 

armor is designed primarily to protect against handgun bullets. 

This reflects the fact that handguns are the weapons of choice of 

criminals representing -- according to one survey 83% of firearms 

seized by po lice. Moreover, handguns represent a greater threat 

to law enforcement officials than long guns because they are easily 

concealable. We have, therefore, focused our attention on armor

piercing handgun ammunition. 

One of the first actions taken by the Department of Justice 

in response to the publici ty surrounding the KTW bullet was to 

arrange for a demonstration to verify that the information furnished 

by our technicians was indeed correct. In February, a variety of 

handgun bullets were tested against a Type II vest at the FBI firing 

range in Quantico, Vi rginia. That demonstration corroborated the 
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information furnished by technicians -- a number of the bullets 

tested, in addition to the KTW, defeated the body armor. The armor 

used in that demonstration has been submitted to the Subcommittee 

for inspection and we will, of course, be pleased to furnish addi

tional informat-ion regarding the February demonstration so long as 

we can do so wit'hout publicly disclosing the varieties of bullets 

which defeated the armor. 

Based upon this and other information, we commenced development 

of a legislative response to the problem of armor-piercing bullets. 

Because an early discussion draft of a proposed armor-piercing 

bullet bill was somehow disclosed to the media and published in a 

firearms publication, it is no secret that our initial proposals 

in this area were very similar to H.R. 5437 introduced by Repre-

sentative Biaggi. As the Treasury Department indicated in its 

testimony before this Subcommittee earlier this year, however, our 

continuing study of this issue revealed that there are serious flaws 

in the broad ban on armor-piercing handgun ammunition proposed in 

early Department legislative proposals and in H.R. 5437. 

First, to date we have been unable to describe armor-piercing 

handgun ammunition in a way which reaches all rounds capable of 

defeating soft body armor without including a number of popular 

handgun bullets which have long been widely used for legitimate 

sporting and recreational purposes. The simple fact is that some 

bullets with a legitimate use will defeat soft body armor. Moreover, 

in certain handgun calibers, the effect of a ban on-~rmor-piercing 

bullets would effectively deprive firearms owners of the use of 
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their weapons by rendering illegal all presently available commer

cially manufactured ammunition. 

Given the fact that we are aware of no instance in which an 

armor-clad law enforcement official has been attacked wi th armor-

piercing handgu~ ammuni tion, we cannot justify legis lation banning 

all ammunition capable of penetrating the type of soft body armor 

worn by law enforcement officials. Put simply,-we cannot recommend 

legislation so seriously disrupting the firearms and ammunition 

industry and so clearly impinging upon the interests of legitimate 

gun owners where the basis is solely a potential rather than a 

demonstrated threat. Furthermore, I should note that the Department 

of the Treasury has negotiated agreements with several ammunition 

manufacturers which will reduce the potential that handgun bullets 

designed for penetration will be available to anyone other than 

law enforcement and mi litary agencies. Treasury reports that ammuni-

tion manufacturers are sensitive to the problem and have responded 

in a responsible manner to our requests for limitations on armor-

piercing bullets. 

A second serious problem with H.R. 5437 is that it would pro-

duce unjust results. This difficulty arises from the fact that 

ammunition performs differently depending upon the type of firearm 

from which it is fired. A particular round fired from a revolver 

with a four-inch barrel, for example, might not penetrate body armor 

whereas the same ammunition, if fired from a revolver with -a six-

inch barrel might defeat the same armor. This is because increased 

barrel length af;ects projectile velocity thus enhancing penetration 

power. We believe, therefore, that it would be impossible to justify, 
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for example, impos i tion OF a minimum mandatory prison sentence 

under H.R. 5437 when it could be demonstrated that the ammunition, 

although classified as "armor-piercing" under the definition in the 

bill, would in fact not penetrate soft body armor when fired from 

the handgun possessed by the defendant at the time of the underlying 

criminal offense. 

In addition to these difficulties, there are others which have 

been discussed by the Department of Treasury which I will not dwell 

on today including the cost of testing all commercially available 

ammunition, the problem posed by ammunition which can be fired 

interchangeably from either handguns or long guns and so forth. 

Suffice it to say that we do not believe the ban proposals presently 

before the Subcommittee are appropriate. 

Nevertheless, we see no legitimate reason for private use or 

possession of handgun bullets~ such as the KTW, that are designed 

specifically for the pu~ose of armor penetration. Therefore, we 

will continue to work with the Department of the Treasury and with 

the Subcommittee to develop a workable definition of such bullets. 

Our clear objective is to prevent criminals from having access to 

handgun bullets designed specifically to penetrate armor. In the 

meantime, however, we believe that immediate action in this area 

is needed and have submitted to the Subcommittee a draft bill 

designed to fill the existing gap in federal law. We believe this 

stopgap proposal would provide a meaningful disincentive to use of 

armor-piercing bullets during the course of federal,. crimes. Our 

proposal would establish a minimum, mandatory prison sentence of 

five years for the use of armor-piercing handgun ammunition during 
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the course of a federal crime of violence. By contrast with other 

similar proposals, our bill would provide for imposition of this 

minimum mandatory sentence only where it can be proved that the 

ammunition would penetrate Type IIA body armor the most popular 

armor for law enforcement use -- when fi red from the fi rearm in 

the possession of the defendant. This approach avoids the anomaly 

described above where a person could be subjected to enhanced 

sentencing even though a bullet classified as "armor-piercing" 

would not, in fact, penetrate body armor if fired from his weapon. 

Our proposal covers only federal crimes committed with armor

piercing handgun ammunition as we believe that the state interest 

in prosecuting perpetrators of state offenses outweighs the federal 

interest. If our bill is enacted by the Congress, we will notify 

the 50 states and urge enactment of similar state laws to protect 

state and local law enforcement officials. 

We believe that this legislation would provide a significant 

deterrent to the use of armor-piercing handgun ammunition and that, 

where such ammunition is used during the course of a federal crime, 

would insure that the offender is imprisoned for a lengthy period 

thereby incapacitating that individual from the further commission 

of such offenses. In this regard, our proposal makes clear that 

the minimum mandatory sentence is to be served consecutively with 

the sentence imposed for the underlying crime of violence, that the 

sentence is not subject to probation or suspension, and that- a per

son so sentenced is not eligible for parole. 

Finally, we recommend against the enactment of the various pro

posals before the Subcommi ttee to authorize detailed testing of 
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handgun ammunition and body armor. Although we do not have solid 

test data on every one of the hundreds of different types of 

handgun ammunition manufactured here and abroad in recent years. 

we do have extensive information on bullet characteristics and 

armor capabilities and do not feel that further elaborate testing 

such as that proposed in H.R. 2280 is necessary. Rather, we believe 

we have sufficient information upon which t~ base legislation 

along the lines of our proposal. 

Mr. Chairman, we believe that handgun ammunition designed to 

penetrate armor must be kept out of the hands of criminals and we 

look forward to working wi th your Subcommittee toward that end. 

We also believe that the legislation we have proposed today 

although modest by comparison with some other bills -- would fill 

a gap in existing law by recognizing that" certain types of handgun 

ammunition are particularly dangerous and tha"t the commission of a 

crime involving such ammunition should result in harsher penalties 

than would otherwise be applicable. In essence, our proposal recog-

nizes varying ammunition threat levels in determining sentencing 

just as do existing laws which provide for enhanced sentencing for 

use of a firearm during the course of a felony. This legislation 

would provide new and needed protection for law enforcement officials 

and others who use soft body armor. We will appreciate your atten-

tion to this proposal. Of course, we will be pleased to work 

closely with you and your staff in refining this proposal _should 

you feel that further adjustments are needed. 
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